TOUGHBOOK L1

STYLISH, RUGGED AND CONFIGURABLE WITH PROFESSIONAL GRADE FEATURES AND ENTERPRISE CAPABILITIES

The Panasonic TOUGHBOOK® L1 is a slim and sleek Android OS based 7" tablet that proudly carries the TOUGHBOOK name. Its ability to be used in the enterprise to collect information from workers in retail stores, warehouses field service, transportation and delivery or many other environments where work must occur belies its mild looking exterior. The TOUGHBOOK L1 has a quad-core processor and optional straight-shooting barcode reader from portrait to landscape, use a stylus pen or connect to multi-carrier 4G LTE and provide the ease of use of the Android OS. This tablet’s users won’t miss a beat with its great battery life, glove and rain touch enabled 7” screen, 5 foot drop rating and IP65 and IP67 certification. The TOUGHBOOK L1 is ready to be used by satisfied end-users everywhere in your organization.

- Android™ 8.1 (Oreo)
- Qualcomm® MSM8909 1.1GHz Quad-Core
- 7” high definition 1280 x 720
- 2 GB RAM and 16 GB flash storage
- Optional integrated straight-shooting 1D/2D barcode reader configurable for landscape or portrait modes
- Optional multi-carrier 4G LTE data support
- Available with Panasonic P.180 for seamless global connectivity
- Designed to meet MIL-STD 810G
- IP65 and IP67 sealed all-weather design
- User-replaceable battery with warm-swap function
- Approx. 12 hours based on standard enterprise user profile
- Loud volume mono speakers
- 1 Year warranty (Battery warranty 90 days) as standard and optional 3 years warranty

1.800.662.3537
na.panasonic.com/TOUGHBOOKL1
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*For more details about P.180, please visit panasonicP180.com

TOUGHBOOK

1.800.662.3537
na.panasonic.com/TOUGHBOOKL1
POWER MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Standard Battery Pack
(3200 mAh)
SKU:
• 1 pc FZ-VZSUT10U
• 10 pcs FZ-VZSUT1AU

5-Bay Battery Charger
SKU: FZ-VCBT131M

USB Charger Kit
SKU: FZ-AAE184EM

CARRYING SOLUTIONS

Panasonic Rotating Hand Strap
SKU: FZ-VSTL11U (No Barcode Reader)
SKU: FZ-VSTL12U (Landscape)
SKU: FZ-VSTL13U (Portrait)
PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Panasonic Passive Pen
SKU: CF-VNP021U

Panasonic Stylus Tether
Quantity of 3.
SKU: FZ-VNTT11U

SECURITY & PROTECTION SOLUTIONS

Screen Protectors
SKU: FZ-VPFT11U
Package of 10 pcs

DOCKING SOLUTIONS

Single Device Desktop Cradle
Includes AC adaptor (USB).
SKU: FZ-VEH1L1AAM

5-Bay Desktop Cradle
Includes AC adaptor.
SKUs:
FZ-VCH5L1AAM Charge Only
FZ-VEH5L1AAM Charge and 2 x LAN

1.800.662.3537
na.panasonic.com/TOUGHBOOKL1
If you’re a mobile worker in a demanding profession, workdays can be hectic, to say the least. It’s often just you and your mobile computer on the front lines, wherever the job takes you. You need to know that you’ll always have the tools you need to do your job.

Thousands of organizations choose Panasonic for their employees who work in unforgiving environments. We’ve been making rock-solid mobile computing products for over 20 years and are constantly pushing rugged computing forward. Toughbook family of computers boast industry-leading low product-failure rates. So it’s no wonder we’ve become the longest-running rugged computer supplier for the U.S. government, law enforcement, and public safety agencies. But even with the toughest tools, work life can be a bit unpredictable. Make sure your workers can always depend on their Toughbook devices by augmenting them with Panasonic ProServices—planning, deployment, security, repair, and replacement services that support your IT and field staffs.

Our Standard Warranty protects your TOUGHBOOK L1 from manufacturing defects for one year. It provides lifetime access to our U.S.-based technical support hotline (which has average hold times less than 1 minute); online access to drivers, first-aid disks, BIOS updates, tools, utilities, and manuals; free overnight delivery of customer-replaceable parts and repaired units (85% of repairs are completed within just 48 hours); and access to Panasonic field service personnel.

Panasonic recognizes that one size does not fit all and each customer has a unique set of skills and needs. As such, Panasonic ProServices can offer each customer the right solution to best suit their particular situation. Here are some of the most popular items, but please contact your Panasonic representative or go to the ProServices website for more services and information.

**DEPLOYMENT SERVICES**

Deployment at PNSCM*. Includes single or dual sim installation, SD card installation (customer provided), installing tether, charging battery, asset tagging, MDM enrollment, and comprehensive deployment report. Multi-shipping location.

**SKU:**
- FZ-SVTCHHDEP Less than 200 units
- FZ-SVTCHHDEP200 Over 200 units
- FZ-SVTCHHDEP500 Over 500 units
- FZ-SVTCHHDEP1000 Over 1,000 units

Basic deployment at PNSCM *. Includes installing one or two sim's, SD card (supplied by customer), tether, charging batteries, asset tagging & basic deployment report.

**SKU :**
- FZ-SVTCHHBZR Less than 200 units
- FZ-SVTCHHBZR200 Over 200 units
- FZ-SVTCHHBZR500 Over 500 units
- FZ-SVTCHHBZR1000 Over 1,000 units

*PNSCM: Panasonic National Service Center in Memphis
ADDITIONAL DEPLOYMENT SERVICES

Kitting up to 4 items during deployment
At PNSCM *. Includes boxing and shipping costs.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHKIT4

Wireless activation during deployment
At PNSCM *. Includes activation & testing.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHWA

Storage Fee
1 Pallet - per month- 260 units at PNSCM.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHSTORAGE

Additional custom configuration (15 minute intervals) during deployment
At PNSCM *.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHCONFIG

International Deployments
International document fee. Billed per incident and only used in conjunction with international deployments leveraging the Panasonic global warranty uplift service.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHINTDOC

Laser Etching
At PNSCM *. Set up fee.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHLESETUP

At PNSCM *. Per unit charge
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHLETCH

Green Shipment Option
Custom box for bulk deployment of quantities up to 20 units per shipment.
SKU: FZ-SVTCHHBOX

*PNSCM: Panasonic National Service Center in Memphis
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE (COMPREHENSIVE)
ULTIMATE CARE SOLUTION

SKU:
• FZ-SVTCVHHUC1YS 1 Year
• FZ-SVTCVHHUC2YS 2 Year
• FZ-SVTCVHHUC3YS 3 Year

EXTENDED WARRANTY

Extended Manufacturers Warranty – Handheld TOUGHBOOK T1 & Tablet TOUGHBOOK L1

SKU:
• FZ-SVTCVHHEXY23 2nd & 3rd Year
• FZ-SVTCVHHEXY2 2nd Year
• FZ-SVTCVHHEXY3 3rd Year

ADVANCED EXCHANGE

Advanced exchange at PNSCM * - unit ships via next day air from customer owned inventory for requests received prior to 5:00 EST.

SKU:
• FZ-SVTCHHAE3Y 3 Year

SOTI - CLOUD LICENSE & HOSTING - ANNUAL

SOTI MobiControl Device License - CLOUD - ANNUAL - MCL-DEV. (Per Device Per Year) 12 month term.
SKU: FZ-HHSOTICLA

SOTI MobiControl - CLOUD Hosting Fee - ANNUAL - MCL-DHS (Per Device Per Year) 12 month term.
SKU: FZ-HHSOTICHA

MobiControl Jumpstart Implementation Service (Pricing may vary based on required discovery call)
SKU: FZ-HHSOTIJS

*PNSCM: Panasonic National Service Center in Memphis